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Big Idea

The Ming Restore Chinese Rule

Essential Question

How did the Ming Dynasty gain and maintain 
power?
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Words To Know

Ming Dynasty – The Ming Dynasty ruled China from 1368 

to 1644 A.D., during which China’s population would 

double. 

The Ming established cultural ties with the West through  

trading.

They are also remembered for their art, literature and 

world-renowned porcelain (vases).

Let’s Set The Stage…

By the middle of the 14th century, the Yuan dynasty, run by the Mongols 
was in decline. Like all Chinese dynasties, it was coming to an end and the 
evidence that the rulers had lost the Mandate of Heaven was everywhere. The 
government was corrupt (dishonest), spent too much money on wars, and 
they could not collect enough taxes from the population to provide them 
with the services to keep them happy. In 1368, a rebel leader named Zhu 
Yuanzhang led a group of rebels in victory against the Yuan military and 
declared the start of the Ming dynasty (Ming means brilliant).
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The Ming Dynasty

Early Ming rulers wanted to bring back Chinese greatness after years 
of foreign rule (Mongols). 
The Chinese moved the capital to present-day Beijing.

The Ming built new sections of the Great Wall of China.
They added firearms, artillery and lines of troops that patrolled the 
border. 
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Much of the Great Wall as we see it today was added during the 
Ming Dynasty. 

Ming Secret Police
The Ming created a military secret police that served the emperor.
It grew into a military organization who could arrest, interrogate, 
and punish anyone who was considered a threat to the Emperor.

A Jinyiwei guard's tablet
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Education
The Ming brought back the civil service system and Confucian 
learning again became the road to success. 

The Ming Code
The Ming created an easy to understand law code, so everyone would 
not misinterpret (not understand) the laws.
The law code protected slaves and citizens.
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The Ming code also emphasized family relations through Confucian 
values. 

The Economy Grows
Ming China was very productive. 
The well-irrigated plains of eastern China supported a population of 
over 100 million. 
Peasants produced huge rice crops and some farmers cut steps called 
terraces into steep hillsides to gain soil in which to grow crops. 
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In 1500, new crops from the Americas (corn and sweet potatoes) 
reached China. 
In the cities, industries produced porcelain, paper and tools as new 
technologies increased output in manufacturing. 

Ming Culture
China saw a revival of the arts and literature. 
Ming artists created brilliant blue and white porcelain.
Ming vases were among the most valuable and popular Chinese 
products exported to the West. 
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Ming writers wrote novels, including The Water Margin about an 
outlaw gang that tries to end injustice by corrupt (dishonest) officials. 
Ming writers also produced detective stories.

The Forbidden City was built during the Ming dynasty, consisting of 
980 buildings on over 180 acres. 
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Zheng He

Early Ming rulers proudly sent Chinese fleets into distant waters to 
show the glory of their government. 
The most extraordinary of these overseas trips were the voyages of the 
Chinese admiral and diplomat Zheng He. 

Essential Question Answered

How did the Ming Dynasty gain and maintain power?

The Ming Dynasty gained power by defeating the 
Mongols in 1368. 

The Ming Dynasty maintained power by building up and 
securing the Great Wall of China with weapons and 
soldiers. 
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Essential Question Answered

How did the Ming Dynasty gain and maintain power?

The Ming Dynasty created a secret police that protected 
the emperor from enemies inside and outside of China.

Laws were created during the Ming dynasty to create 
peace and stability.

During this time culture also flourished in China. 

There was a focus on education and a revival of art and 
literature. 


